MAKING BIRDS AT HOME IN A MUSEUM: BY ROBERT H. MOULTON

A FEW months ago there was put on exhibition at the Chicago Academy of Sciences what is undoubtedly the most unique natural history display possessed by any museum in the world. It consists of twenty habitat groups showing the birds in their homes and in feeding.

Perhaps the most remarkable thing about these groups is the fact that the background is in each instance a photograph of some scene in the vicinity of Chicago, taken where the material was collected, enlarged and colored. These backgrounds are so cleverly executed and placed with regard to perspective that, in conjunction with the natural material used in the foreground, such as the branches of trees, shrubbery, grass, fences, stones, etc., they completely deceive the eye and make one believe that he is really viewing an out-of-doors scene.

The photographs used for the backgrounds were taken with cameras ranging in size from 4 by 5 to 8 by 10 inches, then enlarged to 5 by 15 feet, and tinted in transparent oil colors. The making of such huge enlargements was an achievement in itself. First it was necessary to build enormous trays in which to develop and fix the specially manufactured sensitized paper, it being impossible to find any single sheets of the required width and length in stock. In making the enlargements six men were required to run the paper through the developer, two at each end and two in the middle. After developing the print the developer was drawn off, fresh water run over the picture and then the hypo, to fix it, turned in, in the same tray.

All of the work of making the enlargements was superintended by Mr. Frank M. Woodruff, assistant curator of the Museum. Mr. Woodruff also conceived the plan by which photographs of the completed groups for illustrative purposes were obtained.

In order to secure the proper effect, it was found necessary to photograph the groups by the indirect light in which they are exhibited, an exposure of about two hours being required in the majority of cases. For the same reason the tinting of the enlargements was also done by artificial light. From ten days to two weeks was required to color each picture.

The mounted birds in each group are quite as remarkable in their way as their surroundings. In assembling the groups,
the Academy sought for the “news interest,” to make them interesting for the man who has no scientific knowledge and whose attention must be caught. One group, for instance, shows a couple of fine mallard ducks at sunrise. A while back and the ducks would have been as stiff as bric-à-brac; now they are poised in flight, as lightly and almost as vitally as though they were actually rising from some one of the neighboring waters. Another group shows a family of king-fishers in and about their nest in a cliff. The background for this group, which shows a stream in which a number of cows are wading, was photographed at a point where an exactly similar cliff, housing a family of king-fishers, existed.

The twenty groups cost $25,000, and required a year and a half to complete.

Anyone who has taken the trouble to watch the interest with which visitors
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observe and study these and other bird groups in other museums mounted within their natural surroundings will realize how great an educational factor they are. Children feel greater love for the birds when they see them patiently brooding upon a nest hidden among the grasses and flowers, when they see the mother quail teaching her little ones to “freeze” beneath an oak leaf, when they see how cleverly they weave their nests, binding them tightly to the tree branches.

How much wiser and more sympathetic a way to teach bird life than the
olden way of dissecting them or of committing their names mechanically to memory without learning much about their pretty human ways. City children who have not the privilege of getting out into the country to see the birds in their native haunts will find such groups as these a wonderful help to their imagination. They will never forget these groups any more than they would a trip to the country where real birds live.

Few children, city or country, have seen an American eagle upon its nest, few are able to see a snowy owl. These groups are almost as good as a real trip to the woods. The noticeable difference between the stiff unnaturalness of the old methods of mounting and the life-like naturalness of these is typical of the increased interest in bird study and knowl-
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edge of their habits. This increase of interest in our little feathered friends is the result, in part, of the widespread information sent out by our Government, of the great value these pretty songsters are to our country. Heretofore we have felt them to be beautiful like the flowers, now we know them as of incalculable value. The more we learn about our bird friends the better for us all.

THE TWELVE SECRETS OF THE WOODS

(Continued from page 239.)

school education who could pass these tests, and I do not believe that one out of the thirty-eight is without its actual value for the development and usefulness of woman-kind.

And when you have become a needlewoman of fame, you may also take the degree of the canner and jelly maker. This is a delightful department. It reminds one of the education the pioneer women of America must have had and must have given their daughters, and it certainly would add to the popularity of any young woman to be able to do all that is demanded of her as a real jelly maker. But it is not enough to be a needlewoman and a jelly maker; you may, if you wish, become a housekeeper in the highest sense of the word, that is, one possessing all the knowledge for the comfort of real home making, by entering the lists of the Colonial Housekeeper. The tests here are twenty-nine and they involve the learning of many of the most delightful occupations, it seems to me that youth could turn to. Fancy gathering bayberries and making a half dozen candles; gathering the sap and making a pound of maple sugar; dyeing pieces of dress goods and skeins of yarn; or dyeing twelve squares of felt in different colors with stuffs found in the woods—butter-nut bark, golden oak, sassafras, golden-rod tops! It is a pastime for a Shakespeare sonnet. Also you must know how to make a cherry balm of black cherry bark, and you must crochet your own sweater and you must gather the hops and make a hop pillow and you must know how to make candied fruit and mincemeat and you must brew sage tea and camomile tea for the health of your playmates or, happily some day, your family. And you are taught to candy sweet flag and mint leaves and you make a marigold salve, which sounds like some mysterious fairy ointment, and then after you have become a Colonial Housekeeper, there are still more honors, a greater knowledge of Nature, a wider understanding of humanity that await you.

All human beings delight in badges